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This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. Rethinking the ways global
history is envisioned and conceptualized in diverse countries such as China,
Japan, Mexico or Spain, this collections considers how global issues are
connected with our local and national communities. It examines how the
discipline had evolved in various historiographies, from Anglo Saxon to southern
European, and its emergence in Asia with the rapid development of the Chinese
economy motivation to legitimate the current uniqueness of the history and
economy of the nation. It contributes to the revitalization of the field of global
history in Chinese historiography, which have been dominated by national
narratives and promotes a debate to open new venues in which important
features such as scholarly mobility, diversity and internationalization are firmly
rooted, putting aside national specificities. Dealing with new approaches on the
use of empirical data by framing the proper questions and hypotheses and
connecting western and eastern sources, this text opens a new forum of
discussion on how global history has penetrated in western and eastern
historiographies, moving the pivotal axis of analysis from national perspectives to
open new venues of global history.
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As the result of a series of fortuitous encounters and circumstances, the Italian
writer Giacomo Longhi falls victim to an obsessive curiosity about the famous
English artist Julian Sax. He would like to meet Sax, but the great painter is
surrounded by an almost impenetrable protective screen. The writer’s wife, the
charming and sensuous Rossa, eventually takes him to a tea room in London,
where Sax spends a few hours of each day accompanied by his children, models
and friends. The narrator begins to fear that his wife Rossa might succumb to the
charms of this seductive man, who attracts women, paints them and then
discards them. In an unpredictable sequence of events, Elkann weaves a
fascinating web that blends reality and fiction, and draws the reader into the lives
of characters who will prove hard to forget.
Bibliografia dell'arte veneta (2012). Appendice del n. 70/2013 della rivista
omonima, la Bibliografia dell'arte veneta costituisce un repertorio di pubblicazioni,
edite nell'arco di un anno (2012), dedicate ad argomenti di interesse storicoartistico veneto al quale gli studiosi possono fare riferimento come strumento di
aggiornamento e orientamento. Un modo per facilitare l'accesso ad uno
strumento fondamentale per gli studi.
This open access book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First
International Conference on VR Technologies in Cultural Heritage, VRTCH 2018,
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held in Brasov, Romania in May 2018. The 13 revised full papers along with the 5
short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 21
submissions. The papers of this volume are organized in topical sections on data
acquisition and modelling, visualization methods / audio, sensors and actuators,
data management, restoration and digitization, cultural tourism.
Focussing on different periods and works, the articles in this book illuminate the
role that the study of painting techniques and materials can have within art
historical research.
Examines artists of Venice and northern Europe.
Udstilling på Rijksmuseum i Amsterdam 15.december 1990 til 10. marts 1991 om de
venetianske bybilleder fra 1700-tallet
Until the modern period, the reproduction of written texts required manual transcription from
earlier versions. This cumbersome process inevitably created errors and made it increasingly
difficult to identify the original readings among multiple copies. Lachmann's method—associated
with German classicist Karl Lachmann (1793-1851)—aimed to provide scholars with a scientific,
systematic procedure to standardize the transmission of ancient texts. Although these
guidelines for analysis were frequently challenged, they retained a paradigmatic value in
philology for many years. In 1963, Italian philologist Sebastiano Timpanaro became the first to
analyze in depth the history and limits of Lachmann's widely established theory with his
publication, La genesi del metodo del Lachmann. This important work, which brought
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Timpanaro international repute, now appears in its first English translation. The Genesis of
Lachmann's Method examines the origin, development, and validity of Lachmann's model as
well as its association with Lachmann himself. It remains a fundamental work on the history
and methods of philology, and Glenn W. Most's translation makes this seminal study available
to an English-speaking audience. Revealing Timpanaro's extraordinary talent as a textual critic
and world-class scholar, this book will be indispensable to classicists, textual critics, biblical
scholars, historians of science, and literary theorists.
In this illustrated book, an eminent art historian examines the intriguing history and significance
of the international art exhibition of the Old Master paintings.
Sinossi Il centro storico di Catanzaro sorge su tre colli e si articola in un fitto dedalo di stretti e
caratteristici vicoletti. Proprio nel cuore di quest'ultimo si erge la bella chiesa del Monte dei
Morti e della Misericordia, splendido esempio di architettura Rococò italiana, la cui edificazione
risale alla prima metà del ’700. Le sue vicende evolutive, sin dalla fondazione, si intrecciano
intimamente alla storia della città. Al suo interno sono custodite numerose opere d’arte, le
quali sono di grandi ausilio nel ripercorrere alcune delle più importanti pagine della storia
religiosa e artistica di Catanzaro, giacché abbracciano un intervallo temporale di circa quattro
secoli. Biografia Giuseppina De Nardo, 27 anni, nata a Catanzaro. Nel luglio 2017 consegue la
laurea magistrale in Storia dell’Arte presso l’Università della Calabria con una tesi in Storia
dell’Arte Moderna dal titolo: La chiesa del Monte dei Morti e della Misericordia a Catanzaro.
Guida storico-artistica.
Benedetto da Maiano (1442-1497) was one of the most important Italian sculptors of the 15th
century due to the high artistic quality of his work and the importance of the commissions he
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received. As Michelangelo's teacher he was one of the most influential figures of the High
Renaissance, but his importance has often been overlooked. The most recent monograph
covering his work was published 80 years ago. These two new volumes contain a greatly
enlarged list of his works and the addition of many new documents and rediscovered works.
This set will be the foundation for much future scholarship on a long-neglected artist.
Rethinking exhibition practices and histories in China and Southeast Asia. This book is the
result of various ongoing assembly platforms linked together under the same name, all
organized and initiated by Biljana Ciric and hosted by St Paul St Gallery AUT (2013),
Rockbund Art Museum (2018) and Guangdong Times Museum (2019). In the texts presented,
writers, curators, and art practitioners in the region revisit the importance of exhibitions as a
form and medium presented at assemblies. The contributors explore how exhibitions can be
read and understood across different social and cultural contexts, highlighting differences
within the region and inviting new approaches and methodologies that point to possibilities for
comparative forms of research. The book draws further awareness to the specificity and
diversity of practices found within Asia—and thereby looks to contribute decisively to a
(re)mapping of exhibition practices and histories using the different perspectives and local
contexts found in this region. Contributors Zdenka Badovinac, Maggie J Zheng, Seng Yujin,
Patrick D. Flores, Biljana Ciric, Erin Glesson, Julia Hartmann, Nikita Yingqian Cai, Yu Wei,
Wang Ziyun, Nathalie Johnson, Carlos Quijon Jr., Grace Samboh, Nhung Walsh, Zoe Butt,
Alice Sarmiento, Jo Lene Ong, Zhong Yuling, Liu Di

"The Best Sculptor" is how Jan II Borman is described in a document dating from
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1513. Ever since, Borman the man and his oeuvre are shrouded in mist. This latemedieval sculptor managed a busy workshop in Brussels, with commissions
pouring in from religious institutions as well as from the bourgeoisie and princely
rulers. He trained his sons Jan III and Passchier to become master sculptors
after his own example and to have at least as shrewd a head for business as he
himself. Borman was a virtuoso, a master but above all an innovator, who
influenced many other sculptors. His iconic works are kept in the world's greatest
museums and churches. The book gathers essays by leading academics and
presents a summary catalogue of all works attributed to the Borman family.
This volume examines the flourishing of Futurist aesthetics in the European art
and literature of the early twentieth century. Futurism was an artistic and social
movement that was largely an Italian phenomenon, though there were parallel
movements in Russia, England and elsewhere. The Futurists admired speed,
technology, youth and violence, the car, the airplane and the industrial city, all
that represented the technological triumph of humanity over nature. This work
looks at the prose, visual art, poetry, and the manifestos of Futurists from Russia
to Italy. The author reveals the Moment's impulses and operations, tracing its
echoes through the years to the work of "postmodern" figures like Roland
Barthes. This updated edition reexamines the Futurist Moment in the light of a
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new century, in which Futurist aesthetics seem to have steadily more to say to
the present.
The scientific and technological advances that influence the protection of cultural
heritage are developing at an ever-increasing pace. Systems to explore, research
and analyse their materiality, to control the different scopes, or to represent and
model them have reached an unprecedented dimension in recent decades. The
Network of Science and Technology for the Conservation of Cultural Heritage
aims to promote collaboration between the agents of these systems, in order to
facilitate the sharing of experiences and to foster technology transfer, with the
common goal of contributing to the conservation of Cultural Heritage. In the
context of the TechnoHeritage Network, the fourth edition of the International
Congress on Science and Technology for the Conservation of Cultural Heritage
was held March 26-30, 2019, in Seville, Spain. This Congress was an
international meeting of researchers and specialists from multiple areas, whose
line of work is the knowledge and conservation of Cultural Heritage. Among all
the topics discussed, the role and impact of digital technologies for the
knowledge, maintenance, management and dissemination of cultural heritage
should be highlighted. Digital media modify the way of understanding this
heritage, of perceiving it and transmitting it, and offer a new horizon of strategies
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to make decision-making more sustainable over time.
Comprehensive coverage of history, materials, tools and techniques.
Researched and written by Francesca Balzan, this study has made extensive use
of primary sources to build up a history of jewellery in Malta, which focuses on
the art of jewellery, its social history and trade practices. It is the first study of its
kind to be published in Malta. The book is in two parts, the first of which contains
essays on historical aspects of the jewellery while the second part is devoted to
analytical case studies of a number of jewellery items. ~ ~ "Jewellery has been
an item of personal adornment since very early times and although its use has
changed with age and circumstance, it has all along retained two important
functions, one to complement and enhance physical appearance and the other to
send a message of affluence and social status. Its rich materials make it a
valuable means of wealth storage in a number of culturally different societies.
The skill and technical dexterity that, until the machine took over, were necessary
ingredients in its production, elevate it to the category of a fine craft. Creative
ingenuity has, in addition, on many occasions, transformed it into a work of art
and it is a pity that its study has not yet received the scholarly attention it
deserves. Francesca Balzan's study makes a notable contribution to its better
appreciation. ~ ~ The book's primary focus is the closely knit and insular society
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of Early Modern Malta when the presence there of a pan-European Sovereign
Order of Hospitaller and Military Knights, drawn from the haughtiest families of
Counter Reformation Europe, injected the island with a cultured sophistication
that changed it into one of the more significant art centres south of Rome. The
Knights invested in fine buildings and works of art and jewellery became an
increasingly significant ancillary to dress, social status and religious ornament.
One of the merits of the book is to discuss jewellery in a meaningful art historical
and social context. This broadens the reader's response and opens a window on
the anthropology of jewellery that future studies should exploit." - from the
Foreword by Prof. Mario Buhagiar ~
Defining the meaning and spiritual use of sacred art through its symbolic content
and dependence on metaphysical principles, this work is wide in scope, covering
Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, Islamic, and Taoist art.
Since 1970, based in an isolated building situated on the peninsula of Posillipo, Pica Ciamarra
Associati (www.pcaint.eu) has acted as a laboratory of architectural and urban design which
has gradually incorporated new members and new energies over the time: using a
multidisciplinary approach, the roots of the architectural practice lie in the intensive theoretical
and practical work begun in the early 1960s by Massimo Pica Ciamarra. Since then the
practice has been marked by a continuous relationship with Le Carré Bleu Feuille
internationale darchitecture and leading members of the cultural milieu of Team 10: this has
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led to constant attention to everything that lies beyond form, to the relation ship with contexts
that also include non-spatial contexts, and to high levels of integration and dialectical
discussion. According to Pica Ciamarra Associati, a design transcends the approaches of a
single sector, providing simultaneous solutions to contradictory requirements, combining utopia
and practicality. The poetics of the fragment: it mediates between architecture and the urban
dimension; some designs also have the aim of becoming absorbed within a context as
'informed fragments'. This monograph is the result of an intensive period of work and consists
of two interacting parts. It stems from research into the archive of the studio Pica Ciamarra and
conversation with the members of the architectural practice. Organised diachronically, the book
tells the long story, unfolding over a period of over fifty years of a team of Neapolitan architects
and designers, who have maintained the lively spirit of the practice which is still geared
towards the future. The textual and iconographic account tells a story and offers an
interpretation that highlight the vibrant atmosphere of the studio, based on a consistency of
thought and action, and fuelled by an interest in many different forms of knowledge. The
contextualisation of the events related to the studio, as they unfolded over time, is wideranging, coherent and connotative. Antonietta Iolanda Lima, professor of history of architecture
at the University of Palermo, has always tried, through theory, teaching and design, to
disseminate the importance of history which can embracing innovation and tradition to an
equal degree, forming a new architectural language. According to her view of architecture,
history and design are closely connected, a 'single entity' as is reflected by her career. Since
the 1980s, her academic work has gained increasing importance, a way of avoiding narrow
sectoral approaches in the training of future architects, offering a holistic stance of the history
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of architecture and an architecture that contributes to shaping critical thought and a thriving
cultural life.
Il ricco e stupefacente ‘museo diffuso’ nel territorio del Lazio comprende chiese e santuari
legati al culto e alla ritualità popolare ubicati in siti remoti e suggestivi, in rifugi di incontaminata
bellezza, poco frequentati dal turismo di massa. Al loro interno si custodiscono magnifici
reliquiari e preziose suppellettili sacre, opere relegate nella consueta definizione di arti minori e tali anche per dimensioni - il cui accostamento alle arti plastiche riserva sorprendenti affinità
e il riconoscimento di un comune ambito culturale. Si possono cogliere e identificare, in
parallelo, nelle figure e nei volti d’argento, i rigidi stilemi medioevali, la morbida floridezza
rinascimentale, la fantasiosa esuberanza e pienezza del Barocco fino alle tarde declinazioni
rococò. Il titolo ‘Sculture Preziose’ fa riferimento alla grande qualità e alla peculiare
raffinatezza estetica delle opere, enfatizzate dall’inarrivabile incanto della qualità luminosa di
materiali nobili e rari. Preziose sono anche la veste editoriale del volume e la documentazione
fotografica che da semplice supporto diventa strumento di conoscenza e di approccio a una
visione critica.
This handsomely illustrated volume traces the intersections of art history and paintings
restoration in nineteenth-century Europe. Repairing works of art and writing about them—the
practices that became art conservation and art history—share a common ancestry. By the
nineteenth century the two fields had become inseparably linked. While the art historical
scholarship of this period has been widely studied, its restoration practices have received less
scrutiny—until now. This book charts the intersections between art history and conservation in
the treatment of Italian Renaissance paintings in nineteenth-century Europe. Initial chapters
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discuss the restoration of works by Giotto and Titian, framed by the contemporary scholarship
of art historians such as Jacob Burckhardt, G. B. Cavalcaselle, and Joseph Crowe that was
redefining the earlier age. Subsequent chapters recount how paintings conservation was
integrated into museum settings. The narrative uses period texts, unpublished archival
materials, and historical photographs in probing how paintings looked at a time when scholars
were writing the foundational texts of art history, and how contemporary restorers were
negotiating the appearances of these works. The book proposes a model for a new
conservation history, object focused yet enriched by consideration of a wider cultural horizon.
Il volume ripercorre le tappe della carriera artistica di Matteo Bottigliero, protagonista della
scultura napoletana del Settecento, contribuendo a precisare gli sviluppi delle relazioni
maturate con i maggiori artisti della scena partenopea. La ricostruzione del catalogo delle
opere è stata condotta attraverso una rigorosa indagine documentaria, una revisione delle fonti
e degli studi sui protagonisti del panorama scultoreo napoletano del ’700, da Lorenzo Vaccaro
a Francesco Solimena, da Ferdinando Sanfelice a Domenico Antonio Vaccaro. L’itinerario
dell’artista è riemerso pertanto all’attenzione degli studi, sia in relazione al complesso
intreccio dei rapporti tra centro e periferia, che all’ambiente romano.
This volume is a wide-ranging introduction to the place and power of colour in life and art. Each
chapter develops a theme from various disciplines such as physics, chemistry, physiology,
psychology, linguistics and philosophy.
The Virgin and Child with St. Anne is, with the Battle of Anghiari, Leonardo's most ambitious
project

This book contributes significantly to the selection of appropriate and controllable
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cleaning methods for varnished and unvarnished paint surfaces. It is a distillation
of many years' experience of formulating a cleaning treatment for any given
object. The general principles of the chemistry and the practical applications are
described. The methods are applicable to the surface cleaning of both traditional
and modern paint media found on sculptures, ethnographic materials, paintings,
gilded surfaces and furniture. Aqueous methods are certainly worth considering
for those surfaces which cannot be cleaned safely by methods based on
solvents.
Showcasing diverse methodologies, this volume illuminates London's central role
in the development of a European art market at the turn of the nineteenth
century. In the late 1700s, as the events of the French Revolution roiled France,
London displaced Paris as the primary hub of international art sales. Within a few
decades, a robust and sophisticated art market flourished in London. London and
the Emergence of a European Art Market, 1780–1820 explores the commercial
milieu of art sales and collecting at this turning point. In this collection of essays,
twenty-two scholars employ methods ranging from traditional art historical and
provenance studies to statistical and economic analysis; they provide overviews,
case studies, and empirical reevaluations of artists, collectors, patrons, agents
and dealers, institutions, sales, and practices. Drawing from pioneering digital
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resources—notably the Getty Provenance Index—as well as archival materials
such as trade directories, correspondence, stock books and inventories, auction
catalogs, and exhibition reviews, these scholars identify broad trends, reevaluate
previous misunderstandings, and consider overlooked commercial contexts.
From individual case studies to econometric overviews, this volume is
groundbreaking for its diverse methodological range that illuminates artistic taste
and flourishing art commerce at the turn of the nineteenth century.
"[A] tart, funny, lurid little bomb of a book. It's all p.c., of course, but not at all
predictable, and a lot of righteous information gets dispersed in record time." -BUST Magazine We were Guerillas before we were Gorillas. From the beginning,
the press wanted publicity photos. We needed a disguise. No one remembers,
for sure, how we got our fur, but one story is that at an early meeting, an original
Girl, a bad speller, wrote 'Gorilla' instead of 'Guerilla.' It was an enlightening
mistake. It gave us our mask-ulinity. Ever wonder about the abundance of naked
male statues in the Classical section of your favorite museum? Did you know
medieval convents were hotbeds of female artistic expression? And how did
those "bad boy" artists of the twentieth century make it even harder for a girl to
get a break? Thanks to the Guerrilla Girls, those masked feminists whose
mission it is to break the white male stronghold over the art world, art history--as
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we know it--is history. Taking you back through the ages, the Guerrilla Girls
demonstrate how males (particularly white males) have dominated the art scene,
and discouraged, belittled, or obscured women's involvement. Their skeptical and
hilarious interpretations of "popular" theory are augmented by the newest
research and the expertise of prominent feminist art historians. "Believe-it-or-not"
quotations from some of the "experts" are sprinkled throughout, as are the
Guerrilla Girls' signature masterpieces: reproductions of famous art works,
slightly "altered" for historic accuracy and vindication. This colorful
reinterpretation of classic and modern art, as outrageous as it is visually
arresting, is a much-needed corrective to traditional art history, and an
unabashed celebration of female artists.
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